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Some components made of 316L stainless steel in nuclear reactors are connected by
welding, and these are under giga-cycle fatigue loading. Therefore, the giga-cycle fatigue
behavior of 316L weldments, which are fabricated by Laser BeamWelding (LBW) and Gas
Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), were investigated using an ultrasonic fatigue testing
system. The results indicate that the fatigue strength of LBW-made weldments is
almost the same as that of GTAW-made weldments even though the microstructure
and mechanical properties of the weldments are different. For the LBW-made specimens,
the LBW-induced internal pores with a diameter range of about 89–270 μmwere observed
in the fracture surface. However, an obvious decrease in fatigue life was not observed in
such cases. For the GTAW-made specimens, the quality requirement of the weld seam
has to be more strict to prevent fatigue strength from decreasing. The fatigue failure mode
of the GTAW-made specimens is the same as that of LBW-made specimens in the high-
cycle fatigue regime but different in the giga-cycle fatigue regime.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to its excellent corrosive resistance, irradiation resistance, and mechanical properties, 316L
austenitic stainless steel (316L) is widely used in the fabrication of nuclear components, which are
usually connected by welding. These components usually suffer from giga-cycle loading during their
service life, which can lead to catastrophic nuclear accidents after a certain period of time (Naoe et al.,
2015; Han et al., 2016). Therefore, the knowledge of the fatigue properties of these weldings is very
important to the design of components in the nuclear industry. The study of giga-cycle fatigue
behavior of the 316L weldments is then necessary for the operation and lifetime management of the
nuclear plants.

It has been reported that the fatigue behavior in the giga-cycle regime is different from that
in the high-cycle fatigue regime (Ping et al., 2015; Su et al., 2017). In the giga-cycle fatigue
regime, the conventional fatigue limit disappeared and the fatigue cracks initiate from the
internal defect (such as pores, inclusions, and so on) due to the localized stress or strain
concentration. A typical feature of giga-cycle fatigue, that is the so-called fish-eye, can be
observed on the fracture surface. It is proposed that the characteristics of weld microstructures
have a significant influence on the fatigue behavior of weldments (Ko, 1989; Yoshihisa and
Raman, 2000; Iwata et al., 2006; Basu et al., 2013). The fatigue cracks usually initiate from
subsurface or internal detects caused by welding in the giga-cycle fatigue regime. The
reduction in the fatigue strength is caused by the existence of welding defects and a soft
zone along with the welds (Deng et al., 2016; Hong and Sun, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018).

So far, there are many kinds of commercial welding methods, such as Laser Beam Welding
(LBW), Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), Submerged-Arc Welding, and so on. In general,
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the microstructure and mechanical properties of the weld
seam are closely related to welding methods. For example, in
the case of LBW, it is difficult to completely eradicate the pore
due to the metal evaporation caused by the high energy
density and protection gas captured by high cooling rate
(Errico et al., 2020). And the fine grains are usually formed in
the weld seam, leading to high hardness (Xiong et al., 2019a),
which is different from the much lower hardness distributed
in the weld seam induced by the much coarse grains in the
case of GTAW (Xiong et al., 2019b). The size of the heat-
affected zone of LBW-made weldment is also relatively
smaller than that of GTAW-made weldment (Lee et al., 2014).

Although some investigations on the giga-cycle fatigue
behavior of 316L base metal and weldment have been done
(Carstensen et al., 2002; Naoe et al., 2015, 2018; Xiong et al.,
2019b), the fatigue data of 316L, especially of the 316L weldment,
is still insufficient. Besides, there have been very few studies thus
far pertaining to how the welding method affects the giga-cycle
fatigue behavior of 316L.

Therefore, to clarify the effects of the weld method on the
fatigue behavior of the weldments, the giga-cycle fatigue
behaviors of 316L weldments fabricated by LBW and by
GTAW respectively were investigated by an ultrasonic fatigue-
testing machine in this research. Thereafter, the fatigue strength
and crack initiation mechanisms of the LBW-made weldments
and the GTAW-made weldments are compared with each other.
The fatigue fracture surface was investigated through Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) to clarify the fatigue crack initiation
mechanism.

EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE

Materials and Specimens
In this study, 316L austenitic stainless steel (or ASTM A240, with
the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and Vickers hardness

of 319 MPa, 614 MPa, and 183, respectively) was selected as the
base metal, and its representative austenitic microstructure is
shown in Figure 1.

The details of LBW and GTAW can be referred to in our
previous report (Xiong et al., 2019a; Xiong et al., 2019b). The
specimens used for the fatigue test were machined following the
geometry shown in Figure 2. Before fatigue testing, each
specimen surface was polished along the axial direction using
the 1,200# abrasive paper.

Ultrasonic Fatigue Test
The ultrasonic fatigue tests were conducted at Northwestern
Polytechnical University (Xian, China) with a stress ratio of −1
at the frequency of 20 kHz. The test was manually stopped
when the number of the fatigue cycles reached up to 109. In
order to prevent the increase in the specimen temperature due
to the high strain rate deformation, not only a periodic
loading/resting interval was applied during the ultrasonic
fatigue test, but also blasts of cold air were blown to the
specimen surface. More details about the ultrasonic fatigue
test can be found in the literature (Stanzl-Tschegg, 2014). The

FIGURE 1 | Optical microstructure of the base metal.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of the fatigue specimen (unit: mm).

FIGURE 3 | Fatigue strength of the weldments made by BLW and
GTAW.
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fracture surfaces of the fatigued specimens were characterized
by using SEM to reveal the fatigue crack initiation and
propagation mechanism.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fatigue Strength of the Weldments Made by
LBW and GTAW
The results of fatigue strength measurements for the weldments
made by LBW and GTAW are presented in Figure 3.

It indicates that fatigue failure occurs in the very high cycle
fatigue regime and the fatigue strength of the LBW-made
weldment are almost the same as those of the GTAW-made
weldment, although the microstructure and the properties of the
weld seam are different, as reported in the author’s previous
studies (Xiong et al., 2019a; Xiong et al., 2019b).

In the case of GTAW, both base metal and weld seam exhibit
typical austenitic equiaxed grains with a similar average grain size
of about 40 μm and a similar hardness. No distinct welding defect
is observed.

In the case of LBW, a fine dendrite structure is preferably
formed at the center of the weld seam, resulting in the highest
hardness. Conversely, coarse columnar crystals can be found
at the edge of the weld line, resulting in lower hardness.
Besides, some pores are observed in the weld seam. Table 1
shows the diameter of the internal pore for the LBW-made
weldments. It indicates that the maximum diameter of the
internal pores caused by laser welding is in the range of about
89–270 μm. However, a clear decrease in fatigue life was not
observed in such cases. That is, the fatigue life of the LBW-
made weldment with internal pore, whose diameter is smaller
than 270 μm, is not diminished compared to that of GTAW-
weldments.

H.N. Ko shows that the fatigue strength increases as the grain
size decreases (Ko, 1989). Besides, the fatigue strength can be
roughly evaluated by tensile strength and hardness. The higher
the tensile strength and hardness, the higher the fatigue strength
is (Casagrande et al., 2011). Furthermore, the fatigue strength of
the weldments is weakened due to the existing welding defects
(Yoshihisa and Raman, 2000; Iwata et al., 2006).

Therefore, to clarify the effects of the welding process on
the fatigue strength of the weldments, there are two kinds of

influence factors that have to be considered: one is the
property of the weld seam, such as grain size, morphology,
and hardness, and the other is the welding defects, such as
pores and poor fusion.

For the GTAW-made weldments, there is no pronounced
difference in microstructure and hardness between weld seam
and base metal, therefore, the welding process maybe has no clear
side effect on fatigue strength. It can be deduced that the fatigue
strength should be weakened if there were welding defects in the
weld seam.

For the LBW-made weldments, the localized temperature is
very high due to the high energy density of the heat source,
leading to metal evaporation. Meanwhile, the cooling rate of
the fusion metal is extremely high so that the protection gas
cannot escape and is captured by the melted metal during
solidification. Thus, it is difficult to completely eradicate the
pore formed during laser welding. It is revealed that the
existing welding flaws or inclusions are the favorite sites for
crack initiation, and most of the fatigue failure occurs in the
welding part, resulting in the decrease in the fatigue strength
(Yoshihisa and Raman, 2000; Chandra et al., 2013; Stanzl-
Tschegg, 2014). Hence, the welding defects existing in the weld
are likely to do harm to the fatigue strength. On the other hand,
refined crystalline strengthening, which is caused by the
extremely high cooling rate, can enhance the fatigue
strength of the weld seam. This means the existence of fine
grains along the weld seam may compensate for the harmful
effects of the existence of some welding defects at a certain size
near the weld seam made by LBW, without decreasing the
fatigue strength.

It is well-known that the main pipe connected by GTAW of
primary circuit in the nuclear power plant is the channel to
maintain and restrict the coolant circulation flow. It is closed
with high temperature, high pressure, and radioactive coolant,
which plays an important role in ensuring the safety and
normal operation of the reactor. These components usually
suffer from cyclic loading due to flow-induced vibrations,
internal pressure, and thermal stress caused by temperature
change during the service life of the reactors. Therefore, the
service life of the reactor strongly depends on the fatigue life of
the weldment, and the fatigue life of the weldment depends on
the welding process and quality. According to the above
discussions, to prevent the decrease in the fatigue strength
of the weldments, the quality requirement for the weld seam
made by GTAW has to be more strict than that for the LBW-
made weld seam. In other words, the fatigue life of the
GTAW-made weldment is more sensitive to internal
defects caused by welding than that of the LBW-made
weldment. For example, if both GTAW- and LBW-made
weldments contain internal pores with a diameter of
100 μm, the fatigue life of GTAW-made weldments might
decrease notably, but that of LBW-made weldment would not.
Comparing to GTAW-made weldment, the safety factor of
LBW-made weldment is higher. That is, from the viewpoint
of fatigue strength, laser welding seems to be a potential
alternative to replace GTAW used in nuclear reactor design
and construction.

TABLE 1 |Maximum diameter of the internal pore for the LBW-made weldments.

Stress amplitude (MPa) Number of cycles to
failure

Maximum diameter of
the internal pore

(μm)

230 1.82×107 111.1
230 7.93×107 166.1
240 1.01×107 123
240 5.22×108 246.4
250 1.00×107 150.6
260 5.08×107 178.6
280 2.16×107 271.7
300 2.71×107 89.3
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Crack Initiation and Propagation
Mechanism
All of the fracture surfaces of the fatigue-tested specimens were
examined by SEM. There are two fracture modes. One is that the
fatigue cracks are initiated from the specimen surface due to
crystal slip. The other one is that the fatigue cracks are initiated
due to internal defects.

For the weldments made by GTAW, as reported in the
previous paper (Xiong et al., 2019b), all of the specimens
failed due to the surface crack initiation; no matter what kind
of fatigue regime they are in, high-cycle fatigue regime or giga-
cycle fatigue regime and multiple crack initiation sites can be
recognized. Figure 4 presents the typical surface crack initiation
failure modes in the high- and giga-cycle fatigue regimes,
respectively. As shown in Figure 4B, fatigue cracks initiate at
the surface and then propagate inward, resulting in the formation
of a smooth semi-elliptical area.

For the high-cycle fatigue test of weldments made by LBW, the
fatigue failure is mostly caused by the surface crack initiation with
multiple crack initiation sites (a typical fracture surface of the

specimen is shown in Figure 5. This is similar to the failure mode
of the specimens made by GTAW. In addition, the failure of
several specimens is caused by the internal pores that are formed
during laser welding, as shown in Figure 6.

In the giga-cycle fatigue regime, the fatigue failure mode of
LBW sample is different from that in the high-cycle fatigue
regime and the specimens made by GTAW. Most of the
fatigue failure occurred is due to the internal or subsurface
crack initiation. A typical internal crack initiation failure
mode, for the specimen tested at 260 MPa failed at 5.08×107
cycles, is presented in Figure 7.

A very famous phenomenon for the internal defects causing
giga-cycle fatigue failure, i.e., fish-eye, is observed in the
crack initiation and propagation area, as shown in
Figure 7A, and a clearer appearance is presented in
Figure 7B. As shown in Figure 7C, at the center of the
fish-eye is the origin of a fatigue crack, i.e., a pore
introduced by LBW. After the crack initiation, it
propagates along the direction perpendicular to the
tangential of the circumference of the pore, and then a

FIGURE 4 | Fracture surface of the specimens (GTAW) (A) failed under 320 MPa at 1.53×105 cycles (Xiong et al., 2019b) (B) failed under 250 MPa at 4.3×107
cycles.

FIGURE 5 | Fracture surface of the specimen (LBW) tested at 340 MPa failed at 1.84×105 cycles. (A) overview of the fracture surface and (B) enlargement of the
marked rectangle in (A).
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rough area called fine-granular area [FGA, see Figure 7D] is
formed around the pore. Furthermore, outside of the FGA is a
bright and relatively flat area, which is related to a different
crack propagation rate.

In general, the fatigue cracks can initiate from both the
specimen surface and the interior, which is the result of the
competition between the stress concentration caused by surface
defects and that caused by interior defects. When the
concentrated stress caused by internal defects is higher
enough, the fatigue crack would initiate from the interior.
Otherwise, it initiates from the surface (Xin, 2010).

It has been proved that fatigue cracks prefer nucleating and
propagating on specimen surfaces due to their geometric-
mechanical conditions compared to the interior region. The
fatigue failure is usually caused by the gradual growth of
microcracks originated from slip bands formed on the
specimen surface (Forsyth, 1957; Suresh, 1998). Therefore,
when the specimen is under a high-stress amplitude, which is
higher than the threshold value for persistent slip band (PSB)
formation, i.e., in the high-cycle fatigue regime, the fatigue cracks
usually originate from the specimen surface, as presented in
Figure 4 and Figure 5. However, if the stress caused by

FIGURE 6 | Fracture surface of the specimen (LBW) tested at 380 MPa failed at 7.15×105 cycles. (A) overview of the fracture surface and (B) enlargement of the
marked rectangle in (A).

FIGURE 7 | Fracture surface of the specimen (LBW) tested at 260 MPa failed at 5.08×107 cycles. (A) overview of the fracture surface, (B) enlargement of the
marked rectangle in (A,C) enlargement of the marked rectangle in (B,D) enlargement of the marked rectangle in (C).
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interior defects is high enough, as shown in Figure 6, the fatigue
cracks can also initiate from the interior pores.

It has been reported that, in the giga-cycle fatigue regime, the
fatigue crack initiation mechanism is different from that in the
high-cycle fatigue regime. The fatigue cracks in the high-cycle
fatigue regime usually initiate from internal defects or inclusions
for many kinds of materials, such as high-strength steel and
various alloys (Li, 2012; Krewerth et al., 2013; Bathias and Wang,
2014; Grigorescu et al., 2016; Hong et al., 2016). Similar to that, in
this research, most of the fatigue cracks also originate from the
internal defects induced by LBW; only one fatigue failure
occurred due to the surface crack initiation (as shown in
Figure 8). This is similar to the failure mode of the specimens
made by GTAW.

As proposed by Mughrabi (Mughrabi, 1999), for the materials
without internal inclusions or with small inclusions, the fatigue
cracks also can initiate from specimen surface due to the

accumulation of slightly irreversible random slip on the
surface defects, even the stress level is lower than the
threshold value for PSB formation (i.e. in the giga-cycle
fatigue regime). Therefore, in the case of specimens made by
GTAW, there are no obvious welding defects in the weld seam
due to the well-controlled weld quality. All of the specimens fail
due to the accumulation of slightly irreversible random slip on the
surface defects in the giga-cycle fatigue regime. This is different
from the case of the LBW-made specimen.

Furthermore, Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2010) found most of the
fatigue failures were caused by multiple-crack origins in high-
cycle fatigue regimes while by single crack origin in giga-cycle
fatigue regimes. The number of cracks origins decreases with the
increase in fatigue life. Because most of the fatigue failure is
related to the PSB formation in the high-cycle fatigue regime

FIGURE 8 | Fracture surface of the specimen (LBW) tested at 250 MPa failed at 5.14×108 cycles. (A) overview of the fracture surface, (B) enlargement of the
marked rectangle in (A).

FIGURE 9 | The origins of a typical multiple cracks for the specimen
(LBW) failed at 1.82×107 cycles.

FIGURE 10 | Relationship fracture site and the number of cycles to
failure.
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(high stress level), the octahedral slip systems can be activated in
more than one surface grain at different locations in the case of
localized high stress, leading to multiple crack origins (Suresh,
1998; Chaussumier et al., 2010). However, as shown in Figure 9,
the multiple crack origins for some LBW-made specimens are
also observed in the giga-cycle fatigue regime, resulting from the
stress or strain concentration caused by the LBW-induced pore
cluster.

Fracture Site
Figure 10 shows the relationship between the distance of fracture
site to weld center and the number of cycles to failure. The
distance of fracture site to weld center is measured through
careful observation of the fracture surface. The weld bonds of
the GTAW-made and LBW-made weldment are represented by a
solid line and dash line, respectively. For GTAW-made
specimens, the fatigue failure occurs at base metal (BM) if the
distance value is larger than 1 mm, otherwise, the specimen failed
at weld metal (WM). For LBW-made specimens, the distance to
distinguish BM and WM is 0.8 mm. It should be noted that the
width of the weld seam for GTAW-made and LBW-made
specimens are 2 and 1.6 mm, respectively.

It can be seen that the fracture location differs between the
fatigued GTAW-made and LBW-made specimens. For the
GTAW-made specimen, the fatigue fracture site is
independent of the number of cycles to failure. Some of the
specimens fail at the BM, and some of them fail at WM. That is,
the fracture sites are distributed randomly. For the LBW-made
specimen, it seems that the fracture site is related to the number of
cycles to failure. The fracture sites are distributed randomly in the
high cycle fatigue regime. This is similar to the case of the
GTAW-made specimen. However, in the giga-cycle fatigue
regime, most of the specimens fail at WM except one specimen.

As discussed in the previous section, for the GTAW-made
specimen, all of the specimens failed due to the surface crack
initiation, regardless of the number of cycles to failure. As the
well-controlled welding process, there is no obvious welding
defect at the weld seam. Besides, the BM and WM should
have the same surface condition. This indicates they should
have equal potential for fatigue failure. Therefore, fatigue crack
randomly initiates at BM and WM, i.e., the fracture sites are
randomly distributed. For the LBW-made specimen, similarly,
the fracture site distributes randomly in the high-cycle fatigue
regime. In the giga-cycle fatigue regime, fatigue crack usually
originates from the internal pores caused by welding, i.e., the
specimen fracture atWM. In a word, the transition of fracture site
for the LBW-made specimen among different parts of the welds is
related to the transition of fatigue failure mode.

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT

In this research, the giga-cycle fatigue behavior of the 316L
weldment fabricated by GTAW and by LBW has been

investigated by using the ultrasonic fatigue testing system. The
following conclusions have been drawn.

Firstly, the fatigue strength of weldments made by LBW is
almost the same as that of weldments made by GTAW, although
the microstructure and properties of the weldments were
different. For the LBW-made specimen, it allows the existence
of some welding defects at a certain size (less than 270 μm) in
weld seammade by LBW, without decreasing the fatigue strength.
For the GTAW-made specimens, the quality requirement of the
weld seam has to be more strict than that by LBW to prevent the
decrease in the fatigue strength.

Secondly, in the high cycle fatigue regime, the fatigue failure
mode of the GTAW-made specimens is the same as that of LBW-
made specimens, i.e., most of the specimens failed due to the
surface crack initiation. In the giga-cycle fatigue regime, all of the
specimens prepared using GTAW are failed due to the surface
crack initiation, while internal defects are the primary reason to
induce the failure of LBW-made samples.

In a word, LBW has some advantages in terms of fatigue
resistance compared with GTAW. LBW seems to be a
potential alternative process to replace GTAW used in the
nuclear reactor design and construction. However, the
service environment of the reactor components is very
complex. Besides the fatigue resistance of the weldment,
many other properties (corrosion resistance, irradiation
resistance, and stress-corrosion resistance amongst other
things) have to be considered and investigated during
reactor design and construction.

Furthermore, pore clusters were observed in the fracture
surface, which might have an influence on the giga-cycle
fatigue behavior. Therefore, further investigation on the effect
of pore cluster characteristics (the maximum size, distribution,
number of pores, and so on) on fatigue behavior has to be
conducted.
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